
DAY1, 26.02.24, from LOWER TREGINNIS, WALES  
  

Welcome to the marvellous Wales blog!!   

  

In this blog, two children who went to wales; aka Lilly and Giya, will be writing this blog to 

tell you a great description of what we discovered in Wales.   

  

As we came into the farm, we saw some sheep running out of the pen. We noticed a 

man who had crops in his hands and he showed us where to go. Then a guy named 

James, who was the manager of the farm, had taken us to the quiet room and told us 

about some rules inside the house and outside on the farm. As soon as we knew the 

rules, we went to go see our dormitories--which had girls downstairs and boys upstairs- 

and we practised the fire drill which took 1 try. 10 minutes later, we settled into our rooms 

and then went to the boot room to try on some waterproof suits for our next activity, 

which was a long coastal walk/hike. Before we started to walk, we met James’ dog 

named Luna, who helped us know the way on the walk. We walked through a field and 

could see the lovely, clear ocean. After our walk, we undressed from our waterproof suits 

and went into the cafeteria for dinner. For dinner, we were served a nice yummy 

shepherd's pie. Everyone enjoyed the food and for desert, we ate a vanilla cake with 

icing and sprinkles on top of it. The girls after that, went to their rooms and hung out with 

the flashlights on and lights off. The boys played football outside and we all had a fun 

time. We are now showering and getting ready to go to sleep and get hot chocolate with 

biscuits. That's all for our first day in Wales, bye!!  

  

LILLY AND GIYA .    

  

 


